Hello! I'm Thomas Olson, a senior in Computer Science and Electrical and Computer Engineering. I'm running for a seat in the House of Representatives because I believe in You. Your struggle, Your hopes, Your challenges and Your dreams.

I believe that every student, no matter their race or their sex, their gender or their religion, has a right to an environment where they can feel accepted for who they are and not for what others see them as. I believe that We as a student body have a moral duty to ensure that each and every one of us can feel safe and secure in speaking our minds without being judged for the color of our skin, for the ones who we love, or for what we believe in. I believe that there is no cause more just than the cause of equality and that as students, We are the front line in this cause.

And so I promise to fight for programs that facilitate our understanding of each other, that help make OSU a safer place for each and every one of us. I will fight for the students who yearn for their voices to be heard, for their cries to be answered. I will fight for every student who believes that OSU can be a better place for all. I will fight, not for me and my own sake, but for You and Your sake.